Open-circuit voltage.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTIMAL operation of a photovoltaic (PV) system is achieved at the maximum power point (MPP), where utilization of incident irradiance and electrical output is maximized. When conducting simulation studies, such as for installation planning, energy yield estimation, array topology optimization, etc., MPP calculation is based on simulation models.
The standard modeling approach for a PV system is based on electrical equivalent circuits [1] - [24] , although alternative empirical methods based on experimental results are also found in the literature [25] - [31] . The single-diode electrical equivalent is the most widely used [1] - [9] , [17] - [24] , as it combines simplicity and sufficient accuracy.
Based on this model, several MPP calculation techniques for uniform operating conditions may be found in the literature, which evaluate the PV cell or module voltage and current at the MPP in terms of the model's five parameters, [1] - [5] , [17] - [24] , [32] - [38] . This is usually accomplished by iterative algorithms that numerically solve either a system of equations [1] , [3] , [17] - [19] , [33] , or, more efficiently, a single equation, by means of the Lambert W function [2] or the special trans function [4] , [5] . These iterative procedures introduce calculation uncertainty, as they are prone to convergence failure, while they exhibit increased computational cost and complexity. Variations that introduce a neural network [32] or empirical coefficients [20] do not overcome the previously described drawbacks.
In order to circumvent such issues, analytical approaches are reported in the literature [21] - [24] , [34] - [38] based on several assumptions and simplifications to provide direct formulae for the MPP in terms of the five parameters. Explicit MPP expressions are proposed in [21] under the assumption that the slope of the I-V curve at the MPP is equal to the ratio of open-circuit voltage to short-circuit current, and the slope at the open-circuit point is equal to the series resistance. Simple and elegant equations are introduced in [22] , also adopted in [23] , which are based on the ideal single-diode model and employ the same assumption about the I-V curve slope at the MPP as in [21] . This last consideration is taken into account in [24] , as well, where a mathematical manipulation yields relatively complicated, yet analytical, MPP expressions. A polynomial equation to describe the operation of the PV cell is proposed in [34] and improved in [35] , in which only two parameters are used, instead of the five parameters of the classic single-diode model, and closed-form expressions for the MPP are provided. Following a similar concept, a rational function is employed for the fundamental PV cell equation in [36] - [38] , leading to simplified MPP formulae.
However, when considering nonuniform illumination conditions, multiple MPPs arise, rendering all previous methods ineffective. In such cases, the entire I-V curve is usually constructed to locate all local MPPs and then select the global maximum [8] , [39] , [40] , [42] . A few empirical methods have recently been published to provide simple and analytical relations for the MPPs in partial shading [6] , [10] , [43] . However, these methods introduce empirical coefficients and their derivation is mainly based on simulation results, rather than on a more rigorous circuit analysis using the fundamental electrical equivalent.
In this paper, the ideal version of the single-diode model is first employed, an approximation often adopted in the literature [22] , [44] , leading to simplified explicit MPP relations. Subsequently, these relations are extended for the nonideal model, based on the observation that, when the output power of the ideal component is maximized, the output of the nonideal PV equivalent is also maximized. In this way, theoretically consistent, rather than empirical, equations are formulated as explicit functions of the five parameters of the single-diode model, employing the Lambert W function, permitting calculation of the MPP in a straightforward manner, without any need for a numerical solution.
The analysis, initially performed for uniform illumination conditions, is subsequently extended to the general case of nonuniform operation at the PV string level. Explicit expressions using the standard five parameters are eventually derived to evaluate the PV string MPPs in partial shading conditions.
The simple form of the equations introduced for uniform and nonuniform conditions renders them suitable for application in energy yield calculations, such as in PV analysis software, providing improved accuracy, computational efficiency, and robustness.
In Section II of this paper, the adopted PV modeling approach is presented along with the standard numerical MPP calculation approaches. Operation of the ideal PV cell at MPP is described in Section III for uniform illumination leading to explicit expressions for the MPP voltage and current, which are subsequently extrapolated to the nonideal PV cell. In Section IV, the analysis is extended to partial shading conditions. A comprehensive comparative assessment of the method introduced and other approaches available in the literature is presented in Section V, followed by experimental validation in Section VI. A theoretical justification for the main assumptions involved in this process is given in the Appendix.
II. PV DEVICE MODELING

A. Single-Diode Electrical Equivalent Model
The PV cell model of Fig. 1 is adopted in this paper, based on the widely used single-diode electrical equivalent [1] - [9] , [17] - [24] . The simplicity of this model permits derivation of the explicit MPP expressions in the following sections. More sophisticated models that adopt a double-diode electrical equivalent may also be found in the literature [10] - [12] , and enhancements for reversed operation are reported in [6] , [10] , [13] - [16] presenting better results at negative voltages. However, their complexity does not permit derivation of the MPP expressions, while the gain in accuracy is not significant.
The equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 consists of a photocurrent source I ph , a diode D modeling the p-n junction, a series resistance R s , and a shunt resistance R sh . If the series and shunt resistances are neglected, the resulting circuit corresponds to the ideal PV cell, enclosed in a dashed line frame in Fig. 1 , hereafter denoted as the ideal component of the PV cell.
The circuit of Fig. 1 is described by the well-known equation
containing the five parameters I ph , I s , a, R s , and R sh . Extraction of these parameters at standard test conditions (STC) and extrapolation to actual operating conditions are implemented according to [7] . The standard implicit formulation of (1) hinders the evaluation of voltage and current, imposing the need for an iterative numerical solution. However, a reformulation is possible by means of the Lambert W function [2] , [6] , [39] , [40] , leading to an explicit expression of the current in terms of the voltage and vice versa
The Lambert W function is supported in all modern computational platforms, such as MATLAB, Maple, and Mathematica.
B. Numerical Evaluation of the MPP at Uniform Conditions
At MPP, the derivative of power w.r.t. voltage equals zero
Using (1), the derivative of current w.r.t. voltage may be determined at any operating point as
(4) Substituting (4) in (3) and combining with (1) leads to a system of two equations, which can be numerically solved by an iterative procedure, such as the Newton-Raphson method. This is essentially the concept employed in [1] , [3] and [33] , where various implementations of this system of equations are reported.
A more compact approach may be derived by applying the Lambert W function. Using (2a)-(2b), dI/dV and dV/dI are found in a straightforward manner
Thereafter, (5a) and (2a) may be substituted into (3) resulting in a single implicit equation, having V mp as the only unknown variable. This is iteratively solved to obtain V mp and then I mp from (2a), if needed. A similar concept is employed in [2] for optimum load determination.
An interesting variation of this method is reported in [4] and [5] , using the special trans function. Equations similar to (2a) and (5a) are formulated, with the trans function in place of the Lambert W, leading essentially to the same numerically solvable equation. The difference lies only in the computational procedures of the two functions.
Although the above two methods require the solution of a single equation, rather than a system of two equations, an iterative procedure is still necessary, with all associated drawbacks.
III. EXPLICIT MPP APPROXIMATION AT UNIFORM CONDITIONS
In this section, the ideal PV cell operation at MPP is first analyzed and fundamental relations are derived, which are subsequently extended to the case of the nonideal PV cell.
A. Ideal PV Cell Analysis
The electrical equivalent of the ideal cell is depicted in dashed line frame in Fig. 1 , consisting only of a photocurrent source I ph and a diode D. Its current-voltage equation is
At the MPP, (3) still applies, although a much simpler expression is now available for the derivative of the current w.r.t. voltage
V id e a l a . Writing (7) and (6) for MPP conditions and substituting in (3), a direct expression is obtained for the V mp,ideal using the Lambert W function
To acquire I mp,ideal , (8) is substituted into (6) and after some manipulation the following expression is derived:
Finally, the optimum load is then given by
Equations (8)- (10) directly provide the MPP voltage, current, and load resistance in terms of the single-diode model parameters for the ideal cell.
B. Nonideal PV Cell Analysis
Analytical closed-form expressions for V mp and I mp are derived for the nonideal PV cell, exploiting the correlation with the ideal cell for operation at the MPP.
In Fig. 2 , the I-V curves of a typical PV cell (blue line) and its ideal component (red line) are depicted. Apparently, the two curves coincide at the short circuit and open-circuit operating points, whereas at intermediate points, especially in the MPP region, they diverge significantly. Therefore, the ideal PV cell model is not suitable to provide the voltage and current at the MPP.
In Fig. 3 , the I-V and P-V curves of a PV cell are depicted, with the MPP and the corresponding load line shown in green color. Red color is used for a specific operating point of the nonideal cell, denoted as MPP I , where the output of its internal ideal component is maximized. The MPP I deviates very little from the MPP, i.e., when the PV cell operates at the MPP I , where the ideal component's output is maximized, the PV cell's output is practically maximized as well. This observation constitutes the basis for approximating the MPP through the calculation of the easily identifiable MPP I . Its theoretical foundation is given in the Appendix, while confirmation is provided via simulations and measurements in the following sections. When the PV cell operates at the MPP I , the ideal component's output voltage and current V mp,ideal and I mp,ideal are given by (8) and (9) . Consequently, the entire PV cell voltage and current at MPP I , which constitute very good approximations of the terminal quantities V mp and I mp at MPP, are derived using the Kirchhoff's Laws
where the parameter w = W {I ph e/I s } has been introduced for simplicity. Equations (11a) and (11b) provide a direct, closed-form approximation of the MPP voltage and current in terms of the five parameters. Further, they can be combined in the following equation, relating voltage and current at the MPP:
The above analysis applies for any composite, multicell system, such as a PV module or array, operating under uniform illumination and temperature conditions, while the sole assumption considered is the equivalence of the MPP and MPP I operating points, which is justified in the Appendix.
IV. EXTENSION TO PARTIAL SHADING
In this section, the previous analysis is extended to the general case of nonuniform operating conditions and (11a), (11b) are enhanced to apply in partial shading conditions. 
A. Extension of the Analysis at PV Cell Level
If the equivalent circuit of the PV cell (see Fig. 1 ) is connected in series with a voltage source V c and a resistance R c , the resulting circuit is shown in Fig. 4(a) and is denoted as the enhanced PV cell equivalent. In the following section, this circuit is used to describe the partially shaded PV string.
In order to determine the MPP of the enhanced PV cell equivalent, a procedure similar as in the previous section is adopted. If the series and shunt resistances are neglected, the enhanced ideal PV cell is formed, shown in Fig. 4(b) . The MPP of this circuit may be explicitly derived in the same way as in Section III-A. Then, the voltage V mp,ideal and current I mp,ideal of the ideal cell are calculated by
The definition of the MPP I can be readily extended to apply in the general case of the enhanced nonideal PV cell, describing the operating point where the ideal component's power is maximized. At the MPP I , the power output of the entire enhanced PV cell is practically maximized as well, thus permitting evaluation of its voltage and current at MPP using (12) and Kirchhoff's Laws 
B. Analysis of the PV String Under Partial Shading
In the general case, a PV string may experience different irradiance levels, a situation referred to as partial shading. An example scenario of a PV string comprising four cell strings, each illuminated at different irradiance, is shown in Fig. 5 .
Based on the detailed study and characterization of this phenomenon presented in [6] , four groups of uniformly illuminated cell strings are formed, respectively, operating at G 1 = 1.00 (blue line), G 2 = 0.75 (red line), G 3 = 0.50 (purple line), and G 4 = 0.25 (yellow line), giving rise to four MPPs (green square markers). As explained in [6] , each MPPj is associated with the irradiance level Gj, since groups 1 to j operate at the current imposed by Gj, whereas groups j + 1 to 4 are bypassed via the respective conducting bypass diodes.
To facilitate understanding, MPP2 is further analyzed as an example. In Fig. 6(a) , the equivalent circuit of the PV string, operating at MPP2, is depicted, indicating with different color each group and with thick line the active (conducting) components. Since the operating current of the PV string I mp2 exceeds the short-circuit current of groups 3 and 4 (see Fig. 5 ), these groups are bypassed by the respective diodes. I mp2 is closely related to the MPP current of group 2, I mp,group−2 (zoom boxes in Fig. 5 ), which is in turn associated with the irradiance level G 2 , while group 1, which experiences a higher irradiance than group 2, operates at the reduced current imposed by G 2 .
It is worth noting that around MPP2, the I-V curve of all other groups, besides group 2, is approximately linear. This observation, exploited in [6] to derive empirical MPP expressions, is further used in the following to reduce the entire PV string representation to the enhanced PV cell equivalent, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . Since groups 3 and 4 are bypassed by the respective diodes, they can be simply represented by the independent voltage sources ΔV D , corresponding to the forward voltage drop of the diodes (typically 1-V). Furthermore, the I-V curve of group 1 may be linearly approximated at MPP2 by the bluedashed straight line shown in Fig. 5 , which is modeled by a voltage source v 1 with an internal resistance r 1 , as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Group 2 is not simplified further. If the individual voltage sources are then combined to a single voltage source V c2 and resistance R c2 , the entire PV string operating at MPP2 may be represented by the enhanced PV cell circuit of Fig. 4(a) , thus rendering (13) applicable for the evaluation of MPP2.
The overall procedure for the general case of MPPj is illustrated in the flowchart of Fig. 7 . Given the irradiance distribution and the five parameters of all groups, the equivalent voltage source V cj and resistance R cj are first calculated
Terms V (I mp,group−j ) − dV /dI| I m p , g r o u p −j · I mp,group−j and −dV / dI| I m p , g r o u p −j in (14) are the equivalent voltage source and resistance corresponding to groups 1 to j − 1, which are illuminated more than group j. To evaluate the latter, the I mp,group−j is first calculated from (11b) using the five parameters of group j. Then, the voltage V (I mp,group−j ) and derivative dV /dI| I m p , g r o u p −j at current I mp,group−j are determined for each group i (i < j) from (2b) and (5b), using the five parameters of group i. This procedure, leading to the evaluation of the specific MPPj using (13), can be repeated for all individual MPPs, in order to select the global MPP, if needed.
V. COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF MPP CALCULATION METHODS
A. Uniform Operating Conditions
In this section, the numerical techniques discussed in Section II-B as well as other analytical approaches available in the literature to obtain the MPP at uniform conditions [21] , [22] , [24] , [35] , [38] are compared to the proposed explicit expressions (11a)-(11b) in terms of accuracy and computational effort. For this purpose, the model presented in Section II-A is used to simulate 23 commercial PV modules (system of a single PV module) in numerous operating conditions, with the irradiance varying from 50 to 1000 W/m 2 (with a step of 50 W/m 2 ) and the temperature from 0 to 75°C (step of 5°C), leading to 320 scenarios per module.
In the following, System2eqs denotes the numerical solution of a system of two equations described first in Section II-B, LambertW1eq the iterative solution of a single equation involving the Lambert W function, and Trans1eq the similar approach where the special trans function is employed instead. In System2eqs, the built-in fsolve function of MATLAB is used, based on the Newton method, whereas the fzero function is applied for LambertW1eq and Trans1eq, which is more efficient than the Newton method, but is applicable only when a single equation needs to be solved, rather than a system of equations. The Lambert W function involved in all methods is implemented with the series expansions proposed in [6] , based on [41] and [45] , for efficient computation. The special trans function employed in the Trans1eq method is evaluated by the calculation formula introduced in [46] and [47] and adopted in [4] and [5] , where the number of terms of the series expansion is chosen to be 10, to achieve the same accuracy as with the Lambert W function.
The MPP calculation using (11a)-(11b) is denoted as Direct. Furthermore, the closed-form expressions of the approaches proposed in [21] , [22] , [24] (with certain corrections), [35] and [38] are implemented and denoted by the names of the respective main authors: Rodriguez, Saloux, Fernandes, Karmalkar, and Das. Equations (8) and (9) , which are based on the ideal singlediode model, are also implemented and denoted as the Ideal Model.
The three iterative techniques yield identical results (within a precision of three decimal places) and are used as a reference to evaluate the accuracy of the Direct and the other analytical approaches. In Fig. 8 , the distribution of the average error for the 23 simulated PV modules is depicted over the entire irradiance and temperature range. The Direct method slightly underestimates the MPP voltage and overestimates the MPP current, with RMS and maximum errors around 0.6% and 1.6%, respectively. Expressions that justify the estimation error and bias in terms of the five parameters are given in the Appendix. As the voltage and current errors tend to counterbalance each other, a highly accurate approximation of the MPP power is obtained, with an RMS and maximum error of only 0.05% and 0.17%, respectively. Clearly, such deviations are negligible and therefore the Direct formulae may be reliably used for the MPP estimation.
To facilitate comparison between the Direct method and the other explicit techniques, the RMS errors in the maximum power calculation P mp are presented in Table I for each PV module considered. The Rodriguez and Saloux methods present almost identical accuracy to the Ideal Model yielding errors in the range of 5%-12%, while the alternative-empirical formulations of Karmalkar and Das do not prove to be significantly more accurate. The recently published Fernandes method is remarkably accurate, to a degree comparable with the proposed Direct formulae. Nevertheless, it still presents greater errors and its formulation, although analytical, is more complicated. A comparison is also provided in Fig. 9 , in the form of P mp estimation error duration curves, for all simulated scenarios. The Ideal, Saloux, Rodriguez, and Fernandes methods always overestimate the maximum power, whereas the Direct, Karmalkar, and Das approaches usually underestimate its value. The pro- posed Direct method (red line) yields the lowest errors among all explicit approaches. Regarding computational effort, the execution times of all methods are presented in Table II , either as absolute times per simulated scenario, or normalized on the time of the Direct method (all simulations conducted on the same PC with a 3.4-GHz CPU and 4.00-GB RAM). All explicit approaches prove to be two orders of magnitude faster than the iterative procedures. The System2eqs presents the highest computational cost among the three numerical methods, as a system of two equations needs to be solved by the fsolve function, rather than a single equation with the more efficient fzero. The explicit methods exhibit a similar level of performance, the small differences attributed to the complexity of the equations and the number of terms involved in each case. In conclusion, the proposed Direct method proves to be more accurate and of a similar computational efficiency compared to the other analytical MPP approximation approaches available in the literature.
B. Partial Shading
In this section, the accuracy of the Direct method is verified at partial shading conditions, as well. The enhanced methodology of Section IV is applied, which supports mismatched conditions, and is compared to the empirical expressions proposed in [6] , denoted hereafter as Empirical. As a reference, the model of Section II-A is used to formulate a system of equations and construct the entire I-V curve, in order to accurately locate all MPPs.
The simulated system is a PV string comprising 20 PV modules, operating under four different irradiance levels. The shade extent is varied with a step of one cell string, while the irradiance values vary in the range from 100 to 1100 W/m 2 (with a step of 200 W/m 2 ), leading to 522 747 scenarios. The analysis is repeated assuming 23 different commercial PV modules and the resulting error in calculating the global MPP power is shown in Table III for the Direct and Empirical methods.
Although the Empirical expressions provide sufficiently accurate results, the Direct method proves substantially more reliable in all cases. The computational burden is quite similar since both methods are explicit. Concluding this comparison, both the Direct and Empirical methods are simple and explicit approaches, supporting any number of irradiance levels. The Direct method has stronger theoretical foundation, based on circuit analysis rather than on empirical coefficients, leading to more accurate results. Further, its applicability is enhanced, supporting fully mismatched conditions, such as nonuniform temperature distribution, different modules within the same PV string, etc. Still, the formulation of the Empirical method equations is simpler, using only module datasheet characteristics and therefore avoiding the determination of the five parameters.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The MPP equations introduced in this paper are further validated by taking outdoor measurements on five commercial crystalline PV modules operating at uniform illumination conditions. For each module, measurements are performed at three different irradiance and temperature levels. In Fig. 10 , the measured (blue dots) and simulated (black lines) I-V and P-V curves are indicatively depicted for one of the modules.
The model accuracy is satisfactory over the entire I-V curve, while the measured MPP differs only slightly from the calculated MPP, using either the Direct method or any of the iterative procedures (which all yield identical results). This is further confirmed in Table IV , where the P mp , V mp , and I mp estimation errors, using the iterative and Direct alternatives, are presented for each of the five PV modules and the three operating scenarios. Both methods achieve quite satisfactory accuracy, with overall RMS and maximum errors around 2% and less than 5%, respectively. The errors in MPP power evaluation are almost equal in all cases, whereas the Direct method exhibits lower error in MPP voltage estimation and higher in MPP current estimation.
In fact, the main conclusion from this investigation is that both methods are as accurate as the single-diode equivalent they are based on, while the fundamental assumption behind the analytical expressions of this paper does not introduce any additional error of practical significance.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, explicit expressions were introduced to directly evaluate the MPP voltage and current of a PV device in terms of the five parameters of the single-diode model. The extraction of these equations is based on the observed equivalence of the MPP to the operating point MPP I , where the power of the ideal component of the single-diode model is maximized. The analysis is initially made for uniform conditions and, then, it is extended to mismatched operating conditions. The validity of this fundamental assumption is theoretically justified and the accuracy of the formulae introduced is validated by simulations and outdoor measurements on various PV modules. A comparative analysis is also performed between the proposed method and other iterative and explicit MPP calculation techniques available in the literature, verifying the superiority of the new method.
The main application of the proposed expressions is in PV simulation tools (e.g., for energy yield calculations and optimization), where efficient and robust computation is needed. Nevertheless, their sound theoretical foundation and simple analytical form render them suitable for general application in the field of PV modeling and analysis.
APPENDIX
A. Conditions for MPP I and MPP Matching
When the PV cell operates at MPP I due to the load R L I , the load applied to the terminals of the ideal component will be R ideal I = R sh ||(R s + R L I ) (see Fig. 11 ). In order for MPP I and MPP to coincide, (3) has to be valid at MPP I dI dV
The derivative of the current w.r.t. voltage at MPP I is calculated substituting (11a) in (5a). Then, applying (10) to express it in terms of resistances and loads, leads to Substituting (16) in (15) and solving for R L I and R ideal I , given that
(17) This expression indicates that MPP I and MPP will coincide when loads R L I and R ideal I are equal. Obviously, this applies when R s → 0 and R sh → ∞ (see Fig. 11 ), but it will also be valid for other nonideal values of R s and R sh that satisfy (17) .
B. Sign of the Estimation Error for MPP Voltage and Current
In the general case, (15) (18) In the simulations of Section V-A, the upper inequality of (18) is valid in the majority of the examined scenarios. There are only a few cases that the irradiance and temperature levels modify the five parameters so that the lower inequality applies instead.
C. Equivalence of MPP I and MPP
In the following, it is shown that the deviation of MPP I from MPP is negligible. To accomplish this, a general formula for the error in maximum power estimation ΔP = P mp − P mp I is derived and shown that it takes near-zero values.
In Fig. 12 , the cell output power P (blue line) and its derivative w.r.t. voltage dP/dV (purple line) are plotted against the terminal voltage for a typical cell. At the MPP dP/dV = 0, while dP/dV = 0 at the MPP I in the general case. Around the MPP region, the dP/dV curve becomes approximately linear, permitting estimation of ΔP from the purple colored triangle shown in Fig. 12 .
Therefore, given that the slope of the purple line is d 2 
where (20) has been derived by taking the second derivative of (2a) w.r.t. voltage and then substituting the MPP I current from (11b). Equation (21) .
(23) Considering that R s and R sh will differ at least one order of magnitude from R L , in order to provide sufficient power to the load, a realistic range for r s and r sh is [0,0.1] and [10,Ý), respectively. Evaluating (23) in these cases gives a deviation between MPP I and MPP always less than 0.1%. This result does not change significantly with the variation of w or with broader r s and r sh ranges (provided that R s remains much smaller than R sh ).
Therefore, the equivalence of MPP I and MPP is proven to be valid with negligible error, and hence the Direct expressions proposed may be reliably utilized to evaluate the MPP of a PV system.
